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Editor’s Note
by Angela Berquist
This issue's theme was supposed to be nurturing, but, unbelievably, input inspired by the conference is
still so strong that great material keeps flowing in. The Conference was clearly an event. My response?
Go with the flow. Your input continues to be inspiring, and I should just let you take the reins. Let's
postpone Nurturing for the spring issue.

First USA TA Practitioner Program Is a Home Run
Thanks to the efforts of
At the same time, we
US trainers, local
have been putting much
coordinators, ITAA’s
energy into becoming a
grant support, and an
Continuing Education
enthusiastic group of
provider for counselors,
participants, the first
social workers, and
Practitioner Program in
psychologists. In the US,
the US concluded
this is an essential value
successfully in January.
for licensed professionals.
While TA has been
We are thrilled with the
growing worldwide, it
success of this initial US
had kind of stalled in the Sridevi Nagumalli (trainee) with new TA Practitioners Chris Coats, Katharine
offering in the Dallas /
US. Many trainers had
O'Connor, Therron Hume, Laura Thomas, Willard Thomas, Kim McClelland,
Fort Worth area of Texas.
Stephen McCann, Sandy Humphreys, William Mills, Chuck Holland (trainer),
stopped offering regular
It has demonstrated the
programs, so people who Carter Holland, and Mary Mills at the conclusion of the first US training.
value of TA to a new
wanted training – or who
group of people. Further, many of these folks are motivated
hadn’t yet heard of TA – were not being served.
to continue TA training and to join both USATAA and
Several years ago the USATAA Council decided to find
ITAA. This is what we had hoped for.
new ways to meet these needs. Under the visionary
There is now talk of starting another program in Fort
leadership of Denton Roberts, we asked the International
Worth in October, and one in Boise, Idaho, as soon as the
TA Association to fund a US project to renew interest and
logistics are worked out. Denton called upon Maryln
availability of TA training. With skilled trainers in the US
Crossen Moon, Jim Wrightsman, and Jim Hirt to help with
who have agreed to lead the programs pro bono, we are
the launch, and Chuck Holland stepped in midway to carry
able to provide high quality training at a reasonable cost.
it to a successful outcome, teaching as well as managing.
Abe Wagner helped think through the program and
Chuck was assisted by his son Carter Holland – the next
recruited trainers who were willing to travel and train. The
generation. Other regions are in exploratory phases and we
training design is an innovative approach to appeal to
are seeking local organizations such as treatment centers
professionals who have credentials in their fields. Val
for co-sponsorship, participants, and training sites;
Chang and others had organized so-called ‘module
additional local hosts and trainers who will give of their
programs’ in Jamaica and Canada that are now formalized
time. A welcome side effect is that new people are looking
into a five-weekend series with a detailed curriculum,
for training from Teaching and Supervising Transactional
beginning with a keynote evening and a mini-101 to attract
Analysts. Perhaps this will encourage qualified trainers to
participants to sign up for more.
sign training contracts so that TA in the US will again be a
robust, growing, professional community.
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Introducing Daniel Cauble
TA Biography
My first exposure to Transactional
Analysis as a clinician was at the
2003 Brief Therapy Conference in
San Francisco. I wandered into a
presentation by Vann Joines on
Personality Adaptations and I was
fascinated by the practicality of the
material. I also wondered to myself why I had never heard
of this material before. I purchased copies of Vann’s book
and my wife Cassandra and I read the material. We both
wanted to learn more so we contacted Vann and learned
the next step was to complete a TA 101.
We completed TA 101 at Vann’s Southeast Institute in
North Carolina in the summer of 2004. We contracted
with Vann to become CTA certified, then started training
in Redecision Therapy in the fall of 2004. For the next 3
years we immersed ourselves in our training. We did little
else but read transactional analysis literature, review
clinical tapes and attempt to internalize the Redecision
therapy conceptual framework.
We literally obtained all the books recommended in the
Southeast Institute’s bibliography and read most of them.
Many of these books were and are still out of print, thus
obtaining copies was difficult. This process involved
cognitively integrating a tremendous amount of material,
which I found quite challenging. We completed our
training in the summer of 2006 and pondered whether we
were going to complete the certification process.
We decided to take our oral exam in the fall of 2007 in
San Francisco. We spent the spring and summer of 2007
writing our written exam and preparing 3 videotapes for
presentation at our oral exam. In retrospect this was the
most rewarding part of the training. Preparing for the oral
exam and completing the certification process required
that we remain OK with ourselves as we demonstrated
what we knew. The ultimate reward was one of personal
autonomy, a reward well worth all of our effort.
Email Dan at dan@azcounseling.com

Wow! To the San Francisco
Conference Men’s
Gathering
by Chuck Holland
In the Oak Room of the Westin on
Saturday, 11 August, TA Cowboys
started showing up about five minutes
until High Noon. Early arrivals began
circling the chairs. A drum and claves
in the center of the circle replaced the
fire pit.
A few minutes after twelve noon, there were about
twelve in the nurture circle and the doors were still open.
Cowpoke Chuck convened by asking for procedure ideas.
The hombres were ready to talk and wasted no time with
structure opting to use a “talking stick,” give names, and
communicate about what’s going on with each at the
moment. Over the next five minutes, other Vaqueros
arrived and seriousness began. A wise cow-person got up
and shut the door.
Six countries and ten USA states were represented.
Permission, protection and affirmation were provided by
the following participants: Felipe Garcia, Ray Quiett,
Jerry White, Curtis Steele, Razvan Danchiu, Stephen
Lankton, Chuck Holland, Phil Barry, Richard Erskine,
Jonathon Weiss, Clinton Callahan, Jonathan Wagner,
Denton Roberts, Roberto Shinyashiki, David Edwards and
Theo van der Heijden.
We talked about—well, we won’t say! It was an
intimate treat of trust with lots of lifestyle Power and
Cooperation.
SOUTHWEST GATHERING PLANNED

Put April 11-13, 2008 on your calendar for a Southwest
Region Gathering at TbarD Ranch near Texas Motor
Speedway. Everyone is welcome and we will have TA
masters presenting in an informal social environment.
TbarD is only forty minutes from DFW airport and we are
working on hotel accommodations. Work, eat and play
amongst cow-persons, horses and longhorn cattle.
Email Southwest Region ideas, questions and suggestions
to Chuck Holland, cwh7institute@yahoo.com

BOOK ANNOUNCEMENT
USATAA members Valerie Chang and Sheryn Scott are
excited about their new book with colleague Carol
Decker, Developing Helping Skills: A Step by Step
Approach. Aimed at students in psychology, social work,
human services, marriage and family therapy, and related
disciplines, the book integrates text, homework exercises,
a DVD, cases, and practice exercises to help beginning

students think like practitioners. Val and Sheryn hope you
will take a look at it and the online supporting materials
for instructors.
The 320 page paperback is published by Brooks/Cole
Cengage, ISBN # 10: 0-495-09258-4. ISBN-13: 978-0495-09258-2.
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Schooling & Script
by Giles Barrow
In an inspiring keynote speech at
the ITAA/USATAA San Francisco
conference in August 2007, Giles
challenged the audience to be creative
in their teaching and learning
processes. The audience responded
with a standing ovation for his energy,
enthusiasm, and passion. These notes are a summary of
the keynote speech.
Schooling is a universal experience. For the most part
we can assume that our clients, colleagues, family and
friends will all have been to school at some point.
Admittedly there will be those who did not stay there very
long, but it is rare to come across individuals who have
never been to school. Obviously, even though it may be a
common experience, we find that people experience
school differently and this can be due to individual
preference and perspective. However, the differences will
also be due to differences in how the function of learning
is perceived in different communities and societies.
In TA there has been a tendency to overlook the
importance of schooling in shaping how individuals
perceive themselves. The tendency in many countries is
for schooling to conform to the liberal model of education
(for more details of a learning model typology see Napper
& Newton’s TACTICS, 2000). In this model the learning
contract is that the teacher’s role is to ‘fill’ the learners –
regarded as a single mass – with knowledge. Acquisition
of knowledge becomes the key function of the learning
process. There are other ways of learning; the humanistic
model promotes the teacher as a guide that ensures the
personal growth of individual learners.
In the keynote, a third approach was introduced: the
radical model is based on the assumption that learning is
transformational and there is little distinction between
learner and teacher.
Often it is possible to pick up confusions that are rooted
in people’s experience of being schooled. In TA terms a
contamination can take place around individuals’ sense of

themselves as learners. Within the TA training process
people will make comments such as: I can’t write; I’m no
good at exams; I get scared about standing up in front of
others; I have never been good at academic work; others
are cleverer than I am; etc. It is less likely that these
beliefs are rooted in early infant experience – these stem
from the experience of being in a classroom.
At the heart of this contamination is the confusion about
learning and schooling. Put simply, schooling promotes
learning in a way that sustains the status quo and
especially in terms of the distribution of power between
learner and teacher. Learning as promoting either personal
or transformational growth is rarely, if ever, integral to
schooling. Consequently, an individual’s sense of being a
potent, autonomous learner will be limited if their
experience is based solely on being at school.
I think this has implications for the TA training
community. For trainers, the challenge is to be
increasingly overt in offering an alternative
decontaminating experience that opens up the possibility
for change. This presupposes the trainer’s personal
capacity to deconstruct archaic ideas about the role of
teacher and student and the purpose of learning within a
professional training program. For trainees, the task is to
be increasingly assertive in establishing the model of
learning that best suits their desire to develop as TA
practitioners. Collectively we may want to consider the
extent to which the current training and accreditation
model centers on conventional notions of schooling, or a
more radicalizing approach that regards learning as
change-making for individuals, groups and communities.
Giles Barrow, PTSTA(E), MA, MEd, is an educator with a
background in teaching, initially in mainstream schools,
followed by positions in more specialist provision. Nowadays,
Giles works with anyone who works or lives with children:
teachers, parents, psychologists, youth workers, and
occasionally, young people themselves. He enjoys writing,
training and supervising. He enjoys most of all his work on
projects that involve promoting TA in the public arena,
including the TA Proficiency Award for Children & Young
People.

Work Proceeds on TA 101 Video
A video recording was made of the TA 101 given by
noted TA people in San Francisco last August. We are still
in the process of review and editing.
The pre-publication price of $85 is still available.

Send your mailing address and email with payment to:
USATAA,
4810 Sutcliff Ave.
San Jose, CA 95118
We’ll reserve a copy for you!!
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Power and Cooperation – Implications for Managers and
Consultants in Different Cultures
by Joachim Karnath
Part II of a workshop presented at the conference in San Francisco 2007

Let’s talk about Marc-Kevin, a male
German manager: he’s 33 years old
and has a typical German name for his
generation. He now feels
uncomfortable in his new job as team
leader, even though he was happy
when he was promoted to this job. He
understood it as a reward for his commitment to his
former job and to the excellent results he achieved under
the guidance of his former boss, whom he liked and
admired.
But now Marc-Kevin feels confused because his new
boss communicates with him in a more formal manner –
often by e-mail, some telephone calls, and only a few
face-to-face interactions in regular report meetings.
Usually they talk about projects and tasks of his
employees, especially when things are going badly. When
things go badly, he is told by his boss to get a better grip
on operations. As a result, he has begun to delve deeper

organization, and create new processes and products in
and with her unit. Unfortunately, she became the boss of a
team of people with a long history in that particular
function. Most of them were older than her. As Nicole
perceived, they didn’t work efficiently and used an
antiquated workflow. To change such things, Nicole set up
workshops, inviting them to reflect on their process and
their daily business. She even hired a moderator and had
the workshop outside the company in a nice hotel.
At the end of the workshop, the whole team was happy
and everybody thanked Nicole for the opportunity to
discuss their work. In the following weeks, however, it
became apparent that the workshop changed only a few
things.
Eventually, Nicole lost her well-controlled temper and
criticized a member of the staff. Immediately, the rest of
the team reacted and blamed her as arrogant and as being
less caring about each person and his or her difficulties.

We saw that both overemphasized cooperative
interaction with their organizational environment.
into the details of any project. Last week, he had a long
discussion with his boss and with the HR department
because the people in his team didn’t seem motivated.
After the discussion, he tried to reduce the workload of his
people and took big parts of their tasks on his own
shoulders.
While he supported one of the best experts on his team
in a difficult project, the appraisal from a board member
went straight to this expert, overlooking Marc-Kevin’s
work. His contribution as a manager and team leader
simply wasn’t acknowledged.
In the end, Marc-Kevin felt more and more exhausted.
He missed the strokes and attention he had before. He felt
that maybe he wasn’t the right person for this job and
maybe should step back or quit.
Nicole, a 32-year-old, works at the same level in the
same company, although for Nicole, things worked out
differently. When she got her first position as a team
leader, she was eager to design something, improve the

She tried again later using the caring part of her
personality, but the effect was disappointing. Her coworkers produced excuses and rarely fulfilled promises.
More and more, she doubted her ability to change and
develop things, and whether she was a talented leader.
Although both team leaders dealt with different
problems, there are many suitable ways for a coach or a
consultant to intervene in each situation. Emphasizing
stroke economy, and looking for childhood patterns which
come up again and again, could provide helpful strategies.
In our intervention, we found it useful to look at how
Marc-Kevin and Nicole fulfilled their roles. We saw that
both overemphasized cooperative interaction with their
organizational environment. One of the first steps we
would then take would be to reflect on the different parts
of their role.
As a suitable tool, we used a model from Bernd Schmid,
who received the Eric Berne Memorial Award this year.
He distinguishes between 3 parts of one’s role:
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• The professional role
• The organizational role
• The private role
To use the professional role means to discuss and solve
a problem with the background of a person’s profession in
mind. An engineer would use a different approach than a
lawyer or economist. In this case, the organizational role
was that of team leader, including all duties and
responsibilities that are different from those of, say, an
expert consultant. The private role includes all private
obligations, interests and opinions.
Nicole and Marc-Kevin were both giving the
organizational role too little importance. They avoided
clarifying their roles as team leaders, although this was
their contractual job. They tended to show too much of
their cooperative side. Nicole felt inappropriately guilty
when she got angry at employees who didn’t change their
workflow.
The first step with both clients was to explain the
organizational role of team leader with all its implications.
For example, confronting people may be part of it. In this
way we supported the Adult ego state by using this clear
model.
The concept of a role having three parts allows a person
to express internal ambiguity as well as the different
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TA movement in my country. As a consequence, her
concepts are perceived in Germany as a kind of standard.
Fanita distinguishes between two types. Type 1 has a
preference to act from Child and Adult and less from
Parent; Type 2 prefers Parent and Adult and less Child.
There is much more to say about this concept because it’s
helpful from many perspectives. (I said so in my
workshop at the ITAA world conference in Edinburgh in
2005.) For the above cases, this concept provides different
ideas about permission, and what lessons need to be
learned by our protagonists.
Marc-Kevin is Type 1. He needs permission to stand on
his own and to trust his own opinion, especially when he
delegates and defines boundaries for his team. Right now
he is especially dependent on Parental strokes. As he
trusts himself more and more he will have more options in
the matter of strokes. In the end, he will perceive
autonomy as more powerful and a better foundation for
success and positive strokes than adaptation
Nicole is a Type 2. She has a tendency to dominate a
situation using her Parent and Adult ego states. In German
culture, this tendency is not acceptable, so she hides it.
She must give herself permission to recognize her
tendency to dominate, and not to punish herself for doing
so. That means to support her self-acceptance. That leads
her to use power, influence and “Macht” safely within the

Our culture in Germany reminds us that it’s helpful and supportive to clarify the limits
of an exclusively cooperative leadership style and to permit the power side of leading.
thoughts he/she has in mind when talking to an employee.
Nicole could say: “As a private person, I understand your
difficulties in changing your routines; as your team leader,
however, I’m obligated to remind you of your
commitments. Therefore, I’m disappointed you didn’t
fulfil your obligations. I request a clear statement about
when and how you’ll change your routine.”
Another relevant model of roles can be used to give
employees the permission to use power in solving
problems in leadership roles.
Marc-Kevin and Nicole had different obstacles that
interfered with accepting permission to use power. To
access these obstacles, it’s helpful to work with the
character-types proposed by Fanita English. As far as I
know, this concept is much better known in Germany and
other European countries than in the US. As I mentioned
before, TA in Europe was propagated by people rather
than by books. Fanita did a lot to develop and support the

boundaries of her responsibility, rather than feeling
frustrated and oppressed or angry and disappointed.
Even though TA does a lot to emphasize the importance
of cooperative, friendly interaction and communication in
business, our culture in Germany reminds us that it’s
helpful and supportive to clarify the limits of an
exclusively cooperative leadership style and to permit the
power side of leading. Generally speaking, when we try to
support the autonomy of our clients, we seem to work
against cultural rules. Nonetheless, we must remind clients
it’s okay because this behaviour gets positive results.
Joachim Karnath, an Associate Member of USATAA, studied TA
with Fanita English. He has a Diplom Wirtschaftsingenieur and
runs his own consulting company in Germany focusing on
Human Resource Development and Organization Development.
joachim.karnath@contract-kg.de
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WINNING RELATIONSHIPS
by Felipe Garcia
In winning relationships, mutual
Competitive transactions are sometimes based on
peace and mutual respect are the
competition for who is going to get taken care of and/or
goal and process. This is true for
who is going to have more – Child to Child competition:
romantic, family, business, political,
“Please take care of me, I feel so bad.”
or international relationships, and
“I am too exhausted; I had a horrible day.”
especially for parenting and
teaching/coaching/supervising
Even in the best of relationships, competitive
relationships.
transactions can take over and escalate before any Adult
intervention occurs. We can go very quickly from
Winning relationships are based on collaborative
feelings of peace and love for one another to feelings of
transactions in which needs, wants, feelings, boundaries,
hate, vengeance, or even violence.
resentments, strokes, and accounting for human error are
initiated and responded to.
Governments who were once “allies” often become
enemies
because of competing interests or philosophical
Peace does not mean the absence of conflict, relational
differences. This is especially true when defining the
challenges, arguments, debate, and differences of
other’s reality as evil and the people as primitive and
opinion or varying world-views. Peace means the
“uncivilized.” Competitive frames of reference based on
avoidance of blame, shame, physical and psychological
“either-or” mentality always define one’s reality as the
violence; overt and covert power plays, as pointed out by
only valid one and often lead countries or groups to
Claude Steiner in his 2003 book Emotional Literacy.
invade or bomb other countries and cultures, causing
Peace refers to maintaining mutual respect and
extreme damage and casualties.
physical and psychological boundaries while addressing
The goal of winning relationships is to recognize
and working through conflicts, differences, arguments
destructive
competitive transactions early and to
and debate. Violence and war result from an escalating
intervene with cooperative transactions that prevent
series of competitive transactions.
physical or psychological escalations leading to
Competitive transactions (Schiff 1975) are based on
avoidance, alienation, violence and serious damage.
assumptions that someone always wins and someone
Winning relationships are based on a commitment to
always loses; that in dialogue and relationships there is
staying aware when competitive escalations are not
not enough time and strokes for everyone; that there is
solving the conflict, on recognizing the benefit of
only one correct reality and that my, or our, reality is
identifying mutual goals, and on recognizing both
better than any other reality. Such beliefs, which are the
cooperative emotional and thinking processes.
basis for competitive transactions, result in competition
for who is going to define reality. Transactional Analysts
Some say and believe that war is inevitable:
define this type of competition as Parent to Parent
“There has always been war and there always will
competition:
be war.”
“We are right. Our way is better; do it our way.”
Such beliefs result in an untrusting environment and in
“No, we are right and God is on our side and you
a culture of arms building, and elaborate military
must do it our way or we will get rid of you.”
systems of defense and of attack.
“Abortion is always wrong and should be
Avoiding war and violence through mutually agreedoutlawed.”
upon goals and winning relationships is possible and
“Abortion is a woman’s right to choose,”
desirable for all involved.
Competition can also be Parent to Rebellious Child
Grudges, revenge, secrets, lies, and power plays are
transactions.
counter-productive for maintaining winning
relationships. Self-focus works better for maintaining
“Do as I say.”
winning relationships. This involves being introspective
“No, I won’t, and you can’t make me.”
and exploring:
“You are not to build nuclear weapons.”
“How am I contributing to this problem?”
“Screw you; we’ll do what we want.”
“How am I feeling about this?”
“What do I need?”
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Responding to and sharing information about these
questions goes a long way in working though conflicts
and re-establishing mutual contact. Blaming and finding
fault with the other is less productive. Taking into
account how I have difficulty with the other, and how I
may want to make adjustments to the reality of who I am
in relationship with the other, goes a lot further in
diminishing conflict than in finding fault with the other
and expecting the other to change.
Bringing an end to war, violence, greed and winning at
all costs personally, culturally and institutionally, starts
with each of us practicing and supporting cooperative
relationships by being aware of competitive transactions
and shifting to collaborative transactions:
•

instead of revenge and getting even, moving to
forgiveness and learning the lesson;

•

instead of jealousy, control and mistrust,
dialogue, checking out reality, sharing feelings
of understanding and of being understood;

•

instead of being better than the other or having
more than the other, being the best I can be and
wanting the best for the other as well;

•

in addition to making our point, listening to and
working at understanding the other’s point of
view and reality;

•

instead of fighting, agreeing to disagree and to
respect boundaries;

•

instead of one-upmanship, collaborating.

Transactional Analysis offers us an ideal theory and
set of tools that are potent for maintaining peace and
avoiding war. In Part II of this article in the next issue of
the Net, we will identify and expand on the many tools
we, as Transactional Analysts, utilize in solving and
avoiding conflicts, and fostering winning relationships in
which all parties as well as the mutual vision wins. This
is so at interpersonal, cultural and institutional levels.
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USATAA is for YOU!
If you have not yet renewed your membership for
2008, please do so at www.usataa.org or by sending
your dues ($35 per year) to
USATAA
c/o Jeri Ayers-Scott
4810 Sutcliff Avenue
San Jose, CA 95116-2341.

2008 USATAA Regions & Coordinators
Northeast Region
Marian Weisberg northeast-rep@usataa.org
Maine, Vermont, New Hampshire, Massachusetts,
Rhode Island, New York, Pennsylvania, Connecticut,
New Jersey, Delaware, Maryland,
West Virginia, Canada
Southeast Region
Parvin Mostafavi Bonab southeast-rep@usataa.org
Virginia, North Carolina, South Carolina, Georgia,
Florida, Tennessee, Alabama, Mississippi, Arkansas.
Louisiana, Foreign countries other than Canada
Midwest Region
Ken Taber midwest-rep@usataa.org
Ohio, Michigan, Indiana, Kentucky, Wisconsin,
Illinois, Minnesota, Iowa, Missouri, North Dakota,
South Dakota, Nebraska, Kansas
Southwest Region
Chuck Holland southwest-rep@usataa.org
Oklahoma, Texas

References:

Rocky Mountain Region

Garcia, F. (2006). “The role of feelings in the
workplace.” Growth and Change for Organizations, G.
Mohr and T. Steinert, Editors; International
Transactional Analysis Association, Pleasanton, Ca.
USA pp 418-427

Dan Cauble rocky-mountain-rep@usataa.org
Montana, Wyoming, Idaho, Colorado, Utah,
New Mexico, Arizona

Garcia, F. (1991) “Responsivity”. Transactional
Analysis Journal, 21;4, October 1991
Schiff, J.L. 1975. Cathexis Reader. Harper and Row
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Pacific Region
Phyllis Jenkins pacific-rep@usataa.org
Washington, Oregon, Nevada, California, Alaska,
Hawaii

Steiner, C. 2003 Emotional Literacy: Emotions with a
Heart. Personhood Press, Franklin California, 92333
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USATAA – Southwest Region Gathering
in conjunction with the 7Institute
April 11th & 12th 2008
(Some are arriving April 10 for a big party at the ranch)

TbarD Ranch, Justin, Texas
Cost $85 includes 2008 USATAA membership dues
This will be an informal family-style gathering. Meals, snacks and refreshment costs will be split among
participants. All are welcome to bunk indoors at the ranch or to stay at a local hotel.
We will be studying and utilizing TA together in the midst of cow-persons, horses, longhorn cattle and master
level TA therapists. Great place to begin being an Eric Berne Cowboy* or Dance Hall Girl*!
*In cow-person this means, “Free Child”!
for more information and to register
call or e-mail Chuck Holland now
Chuck’s phone: 817-924-6063
leave a message with “Gene the Machine.”

Chuck’s e-mail: cwh7institute@yahoo.com
.

USATAA-NET
4810 Sutcliff Ave.
San Jose, California 95118

Address Correction Requested
Please join us
Southwest Gathering

April 11th & 12th 2008
www.usataa.org

April 11 & 12, 2008
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